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Command-line tools are the fundamental building blocks of 
main bioinformatics applications [1,2]. Despite a burden to non-
computer affine biologists [3], command-line tools can serve as 
underlying operations for chaining into analysis pipelines [4-10] 
or for integration into applications with graphical user interfaces 
[11].

Biological sequence analysis is recognized as a fundamental 
skill in bioinformatics [12-15] with many application [16]. Hence, 
this short communication presents SeqProperties, a Python com-
mand-line tool for basic sequence analysis and had been used for 
a number of studies [17,18] within my research group. It is part of 
the Bactome project (https://github.com/mauriceling/bactome) 
and is licensed under GNU General Public Licence version 3 for 
academic and non-commercial purposes only.

SeqProperties is implemented as a command-line tool using 
Python 3 and Python-Fire module (https://github.com/google/
python-fire), which aims to simplify the implementation of com-
mand-line interface in Python 3. This has been exemplified in 
previous tools [19-22]. A total of 31 functions spanning 8 catego-
ries had been implemented. SeqProperties is a constant work-in-
progress and new analytical methods will be added as required by 
the needs of or at the request of fellow researchers. The funda-
mental input into SeqProperties is a FASTA file containing one or 
more FASTA record(s) while the command-line format is python 
seqproperties.py [Function] [one or more options]. Brief descrip-
tions of the functions are as follow.

Description
1. Function showIDs prints out the sequence IDs of all the FAS-

TA records in the FASTA file to the output format of <count> 
: <sequence ID> where count is the numeric running order 
and sequence ID is the sequence ID of the FASTA record.

2. Function showDesc prints out the sequence IDs and de-
scriptions of all the FASTA records in the FASTA file to the 
output format of <count> : <sequence ID> : <description> 
where description is the description of the FASTA record.

Complement and translation
1. Function complement generates the complement sequence 

of each FASTA record. This is done using reverse_comple-
ment function in Biopython library [23] where each FASTA 
sequence is assumed to be in 5’3’, this function will generate 
the complementary sequence in 5’3’ orientation rather than 
3’5’ orientation. The output will be in FASTA format.

2. Function translate translates all the FASTA records from nucle-
otide sequence(s) to amino acid sequence(s), using Biopython 
library [23], to the output format of <sequence ID> : <amino 
acid sequence> where amino acid sequence is the translated 
amino acid sequence of the FASTA record.

Count statistics
1. Function nlength counts the number of nucleotides (number 

of bases) in each FASTA record. This assumes that each FASTA 
record contains a nucleotide sequence. It generates an output 
format of <sequence ID> : <nucleotide length> where nucleo-
tide length is the number of nucleotides in the sequence.

2. Function plength counts the number of amino acids (peptide 
length) by peptide FASTA record. This assumes that each FAS-
TA record contains a peptide sequence. It generates an output 
format of <sequence ID> : <peptide length> where peptide 
length is the number of amino acids in the peptide.

3. Function count counts the frequency of each character in each 
nucleotide sequence (by FASTA record) and generate a fre-
quency table with order dependent on the input sequence.

4. Function codoncount generates the codon usage frequency 
table by each FASTA record. This assumes that each FASTA 
record contains a nucleotide sequence. It will generate a fre-
quency table of codons by alphabetical order.

5. Function aacount translates each nucleotide sequence (by 
FASTA record) and generate a frequency table of the amino 
acids, by alphabetical order of IUPAC 1-character code.
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6. Function ngram generates the n-grams by each FASTA record 
and generates the output in the format of <sequence ID> : 
<list of n-gram counts> : <list of n-gram identities>.

7. Function reverse processes each FASTA record for the pres-
ence of a sub-sequence and its reverse. For example, this is 
to see if a DNA sequence has both GATCTA and ATCTAG in its 
sequence. It generates the output in the format of <sequence 
ID> : <length of reverse> : <sequence> : <reversed sequence>.

8. Function asymfreq processes the dipeptide frequency data 
file to asymmetric frequency or C190 described by Carugo 
[24]. The dipeptide frequency data file is a comma-delimited 
file in the format of <dipeptide>, <count> and can be readily 
generated from n-gram output. The output of this function is 
in the format of <dipeptide> : <antidipeptide> : <C190 score>.

9. Function propensity processes the dipeptide frequency data 
file to propensity described by Carugo [24] and generates the 
output in the format of <dipeptide> : <propensity score>.

Nucleotide composition
1. Function gc generates the %GC by each FASTA record and gen-

erates the output in the format of <sequence ID> : <%GC>.

2. Function g generates the %G by each FASTA record and gener-
ates the output in the format of <sequence ID> : <%G>.

3. Function gci generates the %GC of the i-th base in each codon 
(of j length) by each FASTA record and generates the output in 
the format of <sequence ID> : <%GC of i-th base>.

4. Function gi generates the %G of the i-th base in each codon (of 
j length) by each FASTA record and generates the output in the 
format of <sequence ID> : <%G of i-th base>.

5. Function a generates the %A by each FASTA record and gener-
ates the output in the format of <sequence ID> : <%A>.

6. Function ai generates the %A of the i-th base in each codon (of 
j length) by each FASTA record and generates the output in the 
format of <sequence ID> : <%A of i-th base>.

Peptide properties
1. Function mw calculates the molecular weight, using Biopy-

thon library [23], by each FASTA record and generates the 
output in the format of <sequence ID> : <molecular weight>.

2. Function aromaticity calculates the aromaticity index by each 
FASTA record by Biopython library [23] using method de-
scribed in Lobry and Gautier [25] and generates the output in 
the format of <sequence ID> : <aromaticity index>.

3. Function instability calculates the instability index by each 
FASTA record by Biopython library [23] using method de-
scribed in Guruprasad [26] and generates the output in the 
format of <sequence ID> : <instability index>.

4. Function isoelectric calculates the isoelectric point (pI) by 
each FASTA record using Biopython library [23] and generates 
the output in the format of <sequence ID> : <isoelectric point>.

5. Function secstruct calculates the secondary structure frac-
tions by each FASTA record using Biopython library [23] and 
generates the output in the format of <sequence ID> : <helix 
fraction> : <turn fraction> : <sheet fraction>.

6. Function gravy calculates the hydropathy, also known as 
GRAVY (Grand Average of Hydropathy), by each FASTA record, 
which is calculated by Biopython library [23] using method 
described in Kyte and Doolittle [27] and generates the output 
in the format of <sequence ID> : <GRAVY value>.

7. Function flexibility calculates the flexibility by each FASTA re-
cord. This is calculated by Biopython library [23] using meth-
od described in Vihinen., et al. [28] and generates the output in 
the format of <sequence ID> : <flexibility value>. 

8. Function extinction calculates the molar extinction coefficient 
by each FASTA record using Biopython library [23] and gener-
ates the output in the format of <sequence ID> : <extinction 
coefficient assuming reduced cysteine> : <extinction coeffi-
cient assuming non-reduced cysteine>.

Sequence alignment
1. Function p align takes a FASTA file and calculate pairwise 

alignments between all the sequences in the file, using either 
Smith-Watermann algorithm [29] or Needleman-Wunsch al-
gorithm [30] in Biopython library [23]. The output is in the 
format of <count> : <alignment score> : <sequence ID 1> : <se-
quence ID 2> where alignment score is the calculated pairwise 
alignment score, sequence ID 1 and 2 are the sequence IDs of 
the 2 FASTA records used for pairwise alignment.

2. Function palign2 takes 2 FASTA files (a query FASTA file and 
a database FASTA file) and calculate pairwise alignments in 
FASTA file to database FASTA file, using either Smith-Water-
mann algorithm [29] or Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [30] 
in Biopython library [23]. The full output is in the format of 
<count> : <alignment score> : <sequence ID from query> : 
<sequence ID from database> while the summarized output 
format is <count> : <minimum alignment score> : <average 
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alignment score> : <standard deviation of alignment score> 
: <maximum alignment score> : <sequence ID from query> 
where minimum, average, standard deviation, and maximum 
alignment scores are calculated from pairwise alignment 
scores.

Open reading frame finding
1. Function ORF finds open reading frames (ORF) for each FAS-

TA record in a given FASTA file. An ORF is basically computed 
as a stretch of sequence flanked by a start and stop codon. 
The default output is in the format of <count> : <sequence 
ID> : <start position> : <stop position> : <strand> : <length 
of ORF> : [<sequence of ORF>] with <sequence of ORF> as 
optional, depending on input options. If FASTA file output is 
required, the description line for each sequence will be in 
the format of <count>|<sequence ID>|<start position>|<stop 
position>|<strand>|<length of ORF>.

Sampling
1. Function rselect selects a random set of sequences from a 

given FASTA file and will generate the output in the format 
of <count> : <sequence ID> : <sequence>, or a FASTA output 
format.
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